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The interface between bulk water and bulk hexane solutions ofn-alkanols (H(CH2)mOH, where
m520, 22, 24, or 30! is studied with x-ray reflectivity, x-ray off-specular diffuse scattering, and
interfacial tension measurements. The alkanols adsorb to the interface to form a monolayer. The
highest density, lowest temperature monolayers contain alkanol molecules with progressive
disordering of the chain from the -CH2OH to the -CH3 group. In the terminal half of the chain that
includes the -CH3 group the chain density is similar to that observed in bulk liquid alkanes just
above their freezing temperature. The density in the alkanol headgroup region is 10% greater than
either bulk water or the ordered headgroup region found in alkanol monolayers at the water–vapor
interface. We conjecture that this higher density is a result of water penetration into the headgroup
region of the disordered monolayer. A ratio of 1:3 water to alkanol molecules is consistent with our
data. We also place an upper limit of one hexane to five or six alkanol molecules mixed into the
alkyl chain region of the monolayer. In contrast, H(CH2)30OH at the water–vapor interface forms
a close-packed, ordered phase of nearly rigid rods. Interfacial tension measurements as a function of
temperature reveal a phase transition at the water–hexane interface with a significant change in
interfacial excess entropy. This transition is between a low temperature interface that is nearly fully
covered with alkanols to a higher temperature interface with a much lower density of alkanols. The
transition for the shorter alkanols appears to be first order whereas the transition for the longer
alkanols appears to be weakly first order or second order. The x-ray data are consistent with the
presence of monolayer domains at the interface and determine the domain coverage~fraction of
interface covered by alkanol domains! as a function of temperature. This temperature dependence is
consistent with a theoretical model for a second order phase transition that accounts for the domain
stabilization as a balance between line tension and long range dipole forces. Several aspects of our
measurements indicate that the presence of domains represents the appearance of a spatially
inhomogeneous phase rather than the coexistence of two homogeneous phases. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1752888#

I. INTRODUCTION

An outstanding problem in the area of interfacial phe-
nomena is the determination of molecular ordering of surfac-
tants at liquid–liquid interfaces. This ordering determines the
ability of surfactants to bring together on the microscopic
scale dissimilar materials, such as oil and water, that prefer
to be phase separated on the macroscopic scale. This ability
has led to many scientific and industrial applications, espe-
cially in the areas of complex fluids, and chemical and bio-
logical systems. Although it has proven convenient to study
the molecular ordering of surfactants at the water–vapor in-
terface such studies do not probe the influence of the second
bulk phase~oil! on the molecular ordering.

We use x-ray scattering and interfacial tension measure-
ments to study a set of common and simple surfactants, long-
chain alkanols, at the water–hexane interface. These studies
lead to an understanding of the surfactant and water ordering
at the interface that includes details of the ordering in both
the alkyl chain and headgroup regions of the surfactant.
Comparison of these studies to a measurement at the water–
vapor interface for one of the alkanols illustrates significant
differences in the molecular ordering at the two interfaces.
These experiments also probe the structure of the monolayer
as a function of temperature, as the monolayer passes
through a phase transition. X-ray reflectivity measurements
over a wide range of temperature can be fit with a single
parameter that characterizes the fraction of interface covered
by monolayer condensed-phase domains. Equilibrium ther-
modynamics indicates that this interfacial structure is a spa-
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tially inhomogeneous phase. We also comment upon the or-
der of the phase transition.

Amphiphilic surfactants often contain alkyl chains and a
significant experimental and theoretical effort has been de-
voted to the study of long-chain surfactants containing a
single alkyl chain such as fatty acids, alcohols, and esters.1

These molecules are known to form condensed phases at the
water–vapor interface. Here, we focus on long-chain normal
alkanols, H(CH2)mOH ~abbreviated CmOH in this paper!.
Although the primary concern of this paper is the study of
long-chain alkanols at the water–hexane interface, we will
review first the behavior of alkanols at the water–vapor in-
terface for comparison.

Using ellipsometry and x-ray diffraction Berge and
Renault observed the crystallization ofn-alkanol ~octanol,
C8OH, up to tetradecanol, C14OH) monolayers at the water–
vapor interface.2 Surface x-ray diffraction from the adsorbed
layer produced one Bragg peak whose width and position
indicated that the alkanol molecules were hexagonally close-
packed in a structure very similar to the rotator phase RII of
bulk alkanes.3,4 At higher temperatures the Bragg peak dis-
appeared as the monolayer melted. X-ray reflectivity of these
alkanol monolayers (C10 through C16) yielded the layer
thickness and electron density in both the solid and liquid
monolayer phases.5

It is known that molecules in the condensed phases of
longer chain alkanol~and also alkanoic acid! Langmuir
monolayers are nearly all-trans rigid rods. X-ray surface dif-
fraction studies of Langmuir monolayers of heneicosanol
(C21H43OH) demonstrated that four ordered, close-packed
phases are present over the temperature range of 14 °C to
30 °C and surface pressures from 0 to 25 mN/m.6,7 These
four phases are distinguished by their lattice structures and
chain tilt direction. In the highest pressure phase~surface
pressure>20 mN/m! the molecules are upright.6–8 The al-
kanols formed rigid rod phases throughout the entire range of
pressures studied, down to nearly 0 mN/m.6,7 X-ray surface
diffraction studies of the normal alkanols C23H47OH,
C30H61OH, and C31H63OH at 5 °C reported similar results of
ordered all-trans molecules with an average tilt of 9° from
the vertical.9,10 In a recent brief report of some of the work
discussed here, we presented x-ray reflectivity studies of a
Langmuir monolayer of the C30OH alkanol that demon-
strated the presence of nearly all-trans chains and is consis-
tent with the earlier surface diffraction work.11 Vibrational
sum frequency spectroscopy studies of Langmuir monolay-
ers of hexacosanoic acid (C26H53O2H) and hexadecanol
(C16H33OH) indicated the absence of gauche conformations
in the condensed phases,12,13 though IR reflection spectros-
copy of stearyl alcohol (C18H43OH) and heneicosanol mono-
layers indicated the presence of some gauche conformers
whose number decreases with increasing surface
pressure.14,15

The earliest study of the liquid–liquid interface between
water and an alkane solution of alkanols (C8OH through
C12OH) used interfacial tension measurements to demon-
strate that the alkanols were adsorbed to the water–octane
interface.16 More recent interfacial tension measurements
demonstrated that the adsorbed alkanol layer~for alkanols as

long as C18OH) at the water–oil interface undergoes a phase
transition from a condensed to a dilute layer, in which the
alkanols desorb from the interface, either as a function of
temperature, bulk pressure, or alkanol concentration.17–20

There is a general expectation that soluble molecules at a
water–oil interface are more disordered than at a water–
vapor interface due to intermixing of the solvent into the
monolayer.21,22Davies observed that the surface pressure, for
a given molecular area, is usually higher at the water–oil
interface than at the water–vapor interface.21,23 Davies ex-
plained this effect by postulating that a cohesive surface
pressure~of negative value and due to van der Waals attrac-
tions between the surfactant chains! that is present in films at
the air–water interface is absent at the oil–water interface as
a result of extensive intermixing of the solvent into the
monolayer.21,23 Pethica and co-workers discussed similar
ideas in their studies of lipids at the water–oil interface.24,25

Until recently, direct structural information on molecular
ordering in monolayers at the water–oil interface was un-
available. Here, we mention the few recent nonlinear optical
and X-ray scattering measurements that have been used to
compare surfactant ordering at water–oil and water–vapor
interfaces.26,27 In these studies, the systems exhibited a simi-
lar level of surfactant disorder at both of the interfaces. Non-
linear optical studies probed the ordering of short surfactants,
sodium dodecylsulfonate and sodium dodecylbenzene-
sulfonate~DBS!, to demonstrate that the alkyl chain confor-
mations are similar at both the water–vapor and water–CCl4

interfaces, though the benzene rings in DBS orient differ-
ently at the two interfaces.28 Nonlinear optical studies of
sodium dodecylsulfate indicated a large degree of conforma-
tional disorder at both interfaces.29,30 X-ray reflectivity was
used to study partially fluorinated dodecanol~soluble in hex-
ane! at the water–vapor and water–hexane interfaces.31,32

Again the chain ordering is similar at both interfaces, in this
case the chain is rigid and no solvent is mixed into the mono-
layer. However, in two recent brief reports of some of the
work discussed here, x-ray measurements revealed a large
difference in the molecular conformation of C30OH alkanols
at the water–hexane and water–vapor interfaces.11,33The al-
kanol chains at the water–vapor interface are nearly all-trans,
but the chains at the water–hexane interface are disordered.

In this paper we present data for shorter alkanols at the
water–hexane interface, C20OH, C22OH, and C24OH, in ad-
dition to the data describing C30OH at the water–hexane and
water–vapor interfaces. It is seen that the molecular confor-
mation previously reported for C30OH is characteristic of
these alkanols at the water–hexane interface. X-ray diffuse
scattering measurements at low temperature confirm the
structure proposed from the reflectivity measurements. We
also present interfacial tension and x-ray measurements as a
function of temperature for all four alkanols. The tempera-
tures vary from values just above the bulk saturation tem-
perature to values that pass through a phase transition, in-
cluding temperatures far above the phase transition. These
systems form domains at the interface and undergo a phase
transition from a dense, low temperature phase to a dilute,
high temperature phase.
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

Normal hexane, purchased from Fluka~.99.5%, puriss
grade!, was purified in a chromatography column by passing
the alkane a dozen times through a thick~;10 cm! layer of
basic alumina purchased from Supelco~;100 g of alumina
per 200 ml of hexane was used!. The purity of the hexane
was judged adequate if the water–hexane interfacial tension
was constant to within60.1 mN/m over several hours where
time is measured from the initial formation of the water–
hexane interface.34 Water was produced by a Nanopure UV
Barnstead system. Purum grades of 1-eicosanol
(>97% C20OH), 1-docosanol (>98% C22OH),
1-tetracosanol (>98% C24OH), and 1-triacontanol
(;98% C30OH) were purchased from Fluka and recrystal-
lized twice in the purifiedn-hexane. After crystallization, the
alkanol crystal flakes were collected into an air-tight glass
tube and refrigerated at218 °C until used.

The alkanol solutions in hexane were prepared in a dry
glass flask placed inside an ultrasonic bath. The concentra-
tions of the alkanols in hexane were chosen to place the
phase transition in the adsorbed layers into a convenient tem-
perature range~15 mmol/kg for C20OH, 7 mmol/kg for
C22OH, 3 mmol/kg for C24OH, and 0.7 mmol/kg for
C30OH). Below a temperature at which the solution becomes
saturated, bulk crystals of alkanol~either flakes or whiskers!
appear at the water–hexane interface. At this saturation tem-
perature the interfacial tension is between 20 and 30 mN/m
for all four systems. The experiments reported here are for
temperatures above the saturation temperature.

B. Liquid–liquid sample cell

The X-ray measurements presented here are from liquid
samples that are stirred and allowed to reach thermal equi-
librium in a vapor-tight stainless steel sample cell that is
discussed in detail elsewhere.31,35 The sample is stirred with
a teflon stir bar to ensure thermal equilibration, though the
stirring was always turned off during the x-ray measure-
ments. The interfacial area was 76 mm3100 mm~along the
beam3transverse) with x-rays penetrating through the upper
phase, the hexane solution~see Fig. 1!. At the chosen x-ray
wavelength (l50.82560.002 Å) the absorption lengths for
hexane and water are;19 and 5.6 mm, respectively. The
sample cell is contained in a two-stage cylindrical aluminum
thermostat~two active stages! and temperature controlled to

60.003 °C. The temperature variation across the x-ray foot-
print ~varying from 0.5 to 1.5 cm long by 0.2 cm wide! was
less than 0.001 °C. Thermistors mounted immediately above
and below the liquid chamber measure the sample tempera-
ture and allow us to determine when the sample cell has
thermally equilibrated. A pressure release valve in the gas
phase above the bulk liquids is open during temperature
changes so the bulk pressure is very close to atmospheric
pressure.

The stainless steel sample cell was washed with soap,
methanol, acetone, and pure water. Finally the sample cell
was soaked for several hours first in hot~;70 °C! water, then
in hot hexane to remove impurities. The sample was formed
by placing;100 ml of water into the sample cell, aspirating
the water surface after waiting for 15 min, then adding;50
ml of the hexane solution of alkanol.

C. Liquid–vapor sample cell

In addition to the measurements at the water–hexane
interface, C30OH monolayers were also studied at the water–
vapor interface. These monolayers were spread on a home
built teflon Langmuir trough36 from a 2.1 mM chloroform
solution at a low density~50 Å2/molecule!, then compression
cycled eight times between surface pressures of 0 and 25
mN/m ~with addition of pure chloroform at high pressures!
to create a stable, homogeneous monolayer.

D. Interfacial tension measurements

The interfacial tension of the water–hexane interface
was measured in the stainless steel sample cell mounted in a
thermostat consisting of just one of the two stages normally
used for X-ray measurements. The Wilhelmy plate technique
was used with a plate made from chromatography paper
hooked to a platinum wire attached to a Cahn RH electrobal-
ance. The plate was fully submerged in the hexane. For the
tension measurements, the top plates of the sample cell and
the thermostat had small holes for passage of the platinum
wire ~evaporation of the liquids was negligible!. X-ray mea-
surements were conducted with top plates without these
holes.

E. X-ray reflectivity and diffuse scattering techniques

X-ray scattering was conducted at beamline X19C at the
National Synchrotron Light Source~Brookhaven National
Laboratory, USA! with a liquid surface instrument and mea-
surement techniques described in detail elsewhere.37,38 A
similar instrument was used at the ChemMatCARS sector 15
at the Advanced Photon Source~Argonne National Labora-
tory! to study the monolayer of C30OH at the water–vapor
interface.39 The kinematics of specular reflectivity and sur-
face diffuse scattering in the plane of incidence are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Specular reflection occurs whenb5a
~in-plane Qx5Qy50, normal to the interface Qz

5(4p/l)sin(a), l50.82560.002 Å is the x-ray wave-
length!. Therefore, specular reflection probes structure nor-
mal to the interface, but averaged over the in-plane region of

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of sample cell; W- mylar windows;
T-thermistors to measure temperature. The kinematics of surface x-ray re-
flectivity is also indicated:kin is the incoming x-ray wave vector,kscat is the
scattered wave vector,a is the angle of incidence, andb the angle of scat-
tering (b5a for specular reflection!.
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the x-ray footprint on the interface. Surface diffuse scattering
is measured by fixing the incident anglea and scanning the
scattered angleb.

The reflectivity and diffuse scattering data consist of
measurements of the x-ray intensity reflected or scattered
from the sample interface normalized to the incident inten-
sity measured just before the x-rays strike the interface. The
reflectivity data are further modified by subtracting a back-
ground measured as previously described.37,40 To set the in-
cident beam size and vertical divergence two slits placed
;60 cm apart were used immediately prior to the liquid
sample. The slit gaps were typically 5 to 10mm in the ver-
tical at the smallest reflection angles~horizontal slit gaps
were 10 mm, much larger than the horizontal beam size of
;2 mm!. The sample was followed by a pair of slits that set
the vertical angular acceptance of the detector to beDb
51.231023 radians for the reflectivity andDb53.5
31024 radians for the diffuse scattering.

Tests for radiation damage were made throughout the
x-ray measurements, including repeat measurements on the
same sample and on new samples. No radiation damage was
evident.

F. X-ray reflectivity analysis

The surfactant monolayers are described by two or three
layers sandwiched between bulk water and the bulk hexane
solution ~or vapor, see Fig. 2!. For three layer fits layer 1 is
the headgroup region (-CH2OH), layers 2 and 3 are the alkyl
tailgroup region@-(CH2)m22CH3#; layers are ordered water-
1-2-3-hexane~or vapor!. A general formula for the electron
density gradient normal to a surface withm layers is41

d^r~z!&
dz

5(
i 50

m

~r i2r i 11!
1

~2ps i 11
2 !1/2e2~z2Di !

2/2s i 11
2

, ~1!

wherer0 is the electron density of the water,rm11 is the
density of hexane, and the Gaussian provides a smooth
crossover between layersi andi 11 with an interfacial width
s i 11 . If Li is the thickness of thei th layer, then Di

5( j 51
i L j is the distance from the surface of the water to the

interface between thei th and (i 11)st layers. Note that the
quoted electron densities in this paper are normalized to the
value for bulk water~e.g., 0.3333e2/Å 3 at T525 °C). As a

guide to fitting the reflectivity data, the minimum number of
layers is chosen that can reasonably account for the structure
in the data.

Given the electron densities of each layer and the sub-
phase, as well as the widths for each interface, the specular
reflectivity is calculated from the Born approximation for
x-ray scattering. This approximation relates the reflectivity to
the electron density gradient normal to the interface,
d^r(z)&/dz ~averaged over the interfacial plane!,42 and writ-
ten as

R~Qz!

RF~Qz!
'U 1

Dre,bulk
E

2`

`

dz
d^re~z!&

dz
exp~ iQzz!U2

, ~2!

whereDre,bulk is the electron density difference between wa-
ter and bulk hexane~e.g.,rhexane50.230e2/Å 3 at 20 °C!, and
RF(Qz) is the Fresnel reflectivity predicted for an ideal,
smooth and flat interface that has a step-function change in
the electron density when going from one bulk phase to the
other43,44

RF~Qz!'UQz2Qz
t

Qz1Qz
tU2

, for Qz.Qc , ~3!

whereQz
t 5(Qz

22Qc
2)1/2 and the critical wave vector for total

reflection isQc54@pr e(rwater2rhexane)#1/2'0.012 Å21 (r e

52.818 fm is the classical electron radius!.
At the highest temperatures~above the phase transition!,

the surfactant monolayer has mostly desorbed from the inter-
face and the reflectivity can be fit with an expression for a
simple interface~no layers! given by43,44

R~Qz!'UQz2Qz
t

Qz1Qz
tU2

exp~2QzQz
t s2!. ~4!

where s is the interfacial width.45 This expression for the
reflectivity corresponds to the following electron density pro-
file predicted by capillary wave theory:

^r~z!&5
1

2
~rwater1r thexane!

1
1

2
~rwater2rnexane!erf@z/s&#

with erf~z!5
2

Ap
E

0

z

e2t2dt. ~5!

In the original capillary wave theory, the interfacial width is
due solely to interfacial roughening by capillary waves.46

The hybrid model of the interface describes an intrinsic
structural profile roughened by capillary waves. In this case,
the interfacial widths can be represented as a combination
of an intrinsic profile widths0 and a resolution dependent
capillary wave contribution,47–50

s2[s0
21scap

2 5s0
21

kBT

4p2g E E d2q

q21j i
22

5s0
21

kBT

2pg
ln

qmax

qmin
, ~6!

FIG. 2. Nomenclature for layers. Three layers are usually used to model the
surfactant layers (m53). These include two layers for the tailgroup and one
for the headgroup. Some fits in Table I are for two layers (m52 with only
one layer for the tailgroup!. Each interface has an interfacial width that
characterizes the crossover of the composition of one layer~or bulk! to its
neighboring layer.
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wherekBT is Boltzmann’s constant times the temperature,g
is the interfacial tension, the correlation length,j i , is given
by j i

25g/Drmg and determines the exponential decay of the
interfacial correlations given by the height–height correla-
tion function of interfacial motion,Drm is the mass density
difference of the two phases, andg is the gravitational accel-
eration. Integration is over in-plane capillary wave vectorsq
corresponding to the range of capillary waves that the mea-
surement probes. The approximation in Eq.~6! is calculated
by choosingqmax ~the cutoff for the smallest wavelength cap-
illary waves that the interface can support!, and usingqmin

5(2p/l) Db sina determined by the incident anglea and the
angular acceptance of the detectorDb.49–51 The correlation
lengthj i can be neglected sinceqmin@ji

21. We have chosen
qmax52p/5 Å21 where 5 Å is atypical nearest neighbor dis-
tance of closest approach for alkanes, though there is little
theoretical guidance for the correct choice ofqmax. The loga-
rithm in Eq. ~6! indicates that the integral is not sensitive to
small changes inqmax.

For intermediate temperatures, the interface is not a
simple homogeneous surfactant monolayer, but consists of
domains of a condensed phase of surfactants separated by
gaseous regions of the interface~the latter is a region of very
low concentration of surfactants!. If the spatial coherence
length of the x-rays in the plane of the interface~;5 mm! is
much larger than the domains, then the x-rays reflected from
neighboring domains interfere nearly coherently. If the do-
mains are much larger than the coherence length then the
interference between neighboring domains is nearly incoher-
ent. If incoherent, then the intensity of the reflected electro-
magnetic fields should add; if coherent, the amplitudes of the
reflected electromagnetic fields will add. An example of in-
coherent reflectivity is given by

Rinc~T!5CR11~12C!R2 , ~7!

whereR1 andR2 are the normalized x-ray reflectivities from
the condensed and gaseous domains, respectively, whose
electron densities are given by Eqs.~1! and~5!. The domain
coverageC is the fraction of interface covered by the con-
densed domains.52 Similarly, for coherent reflectivity

Rcoh~T!}uCA11~12C!A2u2, ~8!

whereA1 andA2 are the reflectivity amplitudes of the con-
densed and gaseous domains, respectively, at the interface.
The reflectivity depends linearly on the domain coverage for
incoherent reflectivity and quadratically for coherent reflec-
tivity. The latter is seen explicitly by using the electron den-
sity models in Eqs.~1! and~5! to yield an expression for the
coherent reflectivity

Rcoh~Qz!5RF~Qz!~aC21bC1d2!exp~2scap
2 Qz

2!;

a5FReS (
j 50

m

~r j2r j 11!exp~ iD jQz!D 2dG2

1Im2S (
j 50

m

~r j2r j 11!exp~ iD jQz!D , ~9!

b52dFReS (
j 50

m

~r j2r j 11!exp~ iD jQz!D 2dG ,

d5~r02rm!exp~2s0
2Qz

2/2!.

Equation~9! is based upon the assumption that the origin of
the z axis is at the water–hexane interface in gaseous do-
mains and at the water–headgroup ‘‘interface’’ in condensed
domains, i.e., the surface of the water is at the same level
throughout the sample. The solution of the quadratic equa-
tion for the domain coverage in Eqs.~8! or ~9! yields two
solutions. We have chosen the solution that results in a de-
crease in coverage with increasing temperature above the
transition, as opposed to the other solution that has coverage
increasing with temperature. A more complete treatment of
the effects of coherence would consider the partial coherence
of the x-ray beam and could be important if the domain sizes
were similar to the x-ray coherence length. In this paper we
limit our discussion to the approximations presented in Eqs.
~7! and ~8!.

G. Surface diffuse scattering analysis

This technique provides information complementary to
the x-ray reflectivity because the wave vector transfer con-
tains a component in the plane of the interface as well as out
of plane. The in-plane component probes structure in the
plane of the interface such as capillary wave fluctuations or
in-plane inhomogeneities.

The scattered intensity is determined by the Distorted
Wave Born approximation,47 given by

I diff5
I 0

sina

Qc
4

256p2 E dbdfuT~a!u2uT~b!u2uF~AQzQz
t !u2

3
exp@2s2 Re~Qz

t !2#

uQz
t u2 E d2r ~euQz

t u2C~r !21!eiQxy•r,

~10!

where I 0 is the incident intensity,a and b are the incident
and scattering angles,Qc is the critical wave vector for total
internal reflection,f is the in-plane scattering angle,T(a)
andT(b) are the Fresnel transmission coefficients,F is the
Fourier transform of the derivative of the intrinsic electron
density profile along the interfacial normal~not including
capillary wave roughening of the profile!, Qz

t is the z com-
ponent of the momentum transfer with respect to the water
@defined after Eq.~3!#, s is the interfacial roughness, and
C(r) is the height–height correlation function due to capil-
lary waves. Complete definitions of these quantities are
given by Mitrinovic et al.40 For the fitting in this paper, we
simplified the expression in Eq.~10! by ~1! integrating ana-
lytically in f from 2` to 1` to approximate our coarse
resolution in that direction and~2! approximating the expo-
nential in the integral as its two lowest order terms.40 The
latter approximation is appropriate for our data sinceQz

2s2

!1 for our diffuse scattering measurements.
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III. DATA AND ANALYSIS

A. Interfacial tension data

Figure 3 shows our measurements of interfacial tension
g as a function of temperature for four alkanols (C20OH,
C22OH, C24OH, and C30OH) at the water–hexane interface
and for the pure water–hexane interface.53 The sharp change
in slope reveals an interfacial transition. Above the transition
the tension approaches values for the pure water–hexane in-
terface. For C30OH the tension above the transition is almost
the same as that for the pure interface. This indicates, at least
for C30OH, that the interface is almost completely free of
surfactants above the transition. These measurements are
consistent with earlier tension measurements on C18OH at
the water–hexane interface that demonstrated a large change
in interfacial density across the transition.17

The interfacial excess entropy per unit area is given by
Sa

s52dg/dT and the change in the interfacial excess en-
tropy across the transitionDSa

s is given by the difference in
Sa

s on either side of the transition. This changeDSa
s is 2.0,

2.3, 2.4, and 4.3 mJ/m2K, respectively, for the C20OH,
C22OH, C24OH, and C30OH alkanols.54 These measurements
indicate that the alkanol monolayers undergo a single transi-
tion from a low temperature ordered phase to a high tempera-
ture disordered phase. These results are consistent with val-
ues measured by other groups using the pendant drop method
to yield DSa

s51.7 mJ/m2K for C18OH and DSa
s

52.0 mJ/m2K for C20OH at the water–hexane interface~the
C20OH value was measured for concentrations of both 11.25
and 18.04 mol/kg!.17,55

The values ofDSa
s are much larger than the values re-

ported previously for surface freezing at a pure alkanol–
vapor interface (DSa

s50.88, 1.15, 1.2, and 1.3 mJ/m2K for
C20OH, C22OH, C24OH, and C28OH, respectively, where
these values are half that for freezing of a bilayer in order to
facilitate comparison with our monolayer!.56 Our values of
DSa

s are also much larger than the values ofDS for the bulk
rotator–liquid transition~measured for the bulk, but here

stated for an effective ‘‘monolayer’’ of bulk material,DSa

51.09, 1.2, and 1.35 mJ/m2K for C20OH, C22OH, and
C24OH).56–58 The much greater change in entropy for our
transition than for a solid to liquid monolayer transition is
consistent with other evidence presented in this manuscript
that the alkanol monolayer transition is not surface freezing.
It is reasonable to expect a largerDSa

s in our system since
the transition occurs when alkanol molecules in a dilute bulk
solution form a condensed monolayer at the interface@three-
dimensional gas to nearly two-dimensional~2D! condensed
phase#, rather than the freezing of a single layer of molecules
~nearly 2D liquid to nearly 2D rotator solid!. An additional
contribution to DSa

s may be due to ordering of water or
hexane molecules that are adjacent to or within the mono-
layer, as discussed later.

B. Reflectivity from alkanol monolayers

1. C30OH alkanol at the water –vapor interface

We first describe the C30OH alkanol monolayer at the
water–vapor interface to provide a reference to judge the
monolayers at the water–hexane interface. Figure 4~a! shows
an x-ray reflectivity measurement from a C30OH monolayer
spread at the water–vapor interface. Oscillations in the re-
flectivity represent interference minima and maxima from
x-rays scattered off different parts of the monolayer.

Figure 4~b! illustrates the electron density profile for the
C30OH monolayer at the water–vapor interface determined

FIG. 3. Interfacial tension as a function of temperature for alkanols at the
water–hexane interface~dots! and, for comparison, the pure water–hexane
interface~triangles!. Concentrations of the hexane solutions of alkanols are
shown in the figure.

FIG. 4. C30OH ~triacontanol! monolayer at the water–vapor interface (T
524 °C, surface pressure 21.560.5 mN/m).~a! X-ray reflectivity ~normal-
ized to the Fresnel reflectivity! as a function of the wave vector transfer
normal to the interface. Line is a fit described in the text.~b! Normalized
electron density profile~normalized to the value for water!. The molecules
order as nearly rigid rods.
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by fitting the reflectivity data to the model in Eq.~1! ~see
Table I for model parameters!. Best fits for a 1-, 2-, and
3-layer model havex2 values of 55, 13, and 6, respectively,
indicating the necessity of having a headgroup in the model
and a preference for using two layers to describe the tail-
group. The overall thickness of the monolayer at the water–
vapor interface is 4062 Å, nearly identical to the length of
an all-trans C30OH molecule, calculated to be 40.7 Å.59–61

Most of the region of the monolayer corresponding to the
alkyl chain has a normalized electron density of 1.014
60.003~normalized to the value for water of 0.333 e2/Å3!.
This is comparable to literature values for the alkyl chain
density inbulk phases of long chain alkanols of 1.03 or 0.985
~determined from 23.3 or 24.4 Å3 per -CH2- group for theg4

or b01 bulk phases, respectively, see Table 8-6 in Small60!.
This comparison indicates that most of the chain is close-
packed. The fit shown in Fig. 4~b! requires a slightly lower
electron density (0.9910.01/20.04) towards the -CH3
group. Although this 3-sigma difference between the densi-
ties of the two layers of the tailgroup is a weak effect, it is
consistent with molecular dynamics simulations that predict
a small percentage of gauche conformations in these nearly
rigid rod monolayers with the gauche defects concentrated
near the -CH3 end.62,63

The electron density profile allows us to calculateN, the
number of electrons per area of the interface~see Table I! by
integrating just the monolayer part of the profile over the
distance normal to the interface~equivalently, N
50.333( i 51,3r iL i). Using the area per molecule of 18.7 Å2

determined by x-ray surface diffraction for a condensed
monolayer of C30OH molecules at the water–vapor
interface10 yields 252 (518.7313.5) electrons per molecule.

This compares well with the 250 electrons of a C30OH mol-
ecule.

A previous x-ray surface diffraction study of a C30OH
monolayer at the water–vapor interface determined that the
molecules are tilted from the interfacial normal by 7.7°.10 If
present, this small tilt angle would reduce the layer thickness
by 1%, well within the error bars of our reflectivity measure-
ment.

This analysis demonstrates that the C30OH monolayer at
the water–vapor interface is close packed with nearly all-
trans and nearly upright molecules~normal to the interface!.
This is consistent with other measurements, discussed in the
Introduction, on Langmuir monolayers of alkanols. In con-
trast, we will show that alkanol monolayers at the water–
hexane interface have a well defined disorder along the
chain.

2. Alkanols at the water –hexane interface:
Low temperature

a. X-ray reflectivity data.Figure 5 illustrates x-ray re-
flectivity measurements~normalized to the Fresnel reflectiv-
ity! from the four alkanols at the water–hexane interface at
nearly the lowest temperatures shown in Fig. 3, and an ex-
ample of two unnormalized reflectivity measurements for the
C30OH monolayer. These temperatures are one to two de-
grees above the temperature at which the bulk hexane is
saturated with the alkanols~as observed by the formation of
crystallites!.

The number of oscillations in the reflectivity data
strongly determines our ability to interpret these data in
terms of an electron density profile. Experimentally the ac-
cessible number of oscillations is limited by the monolayer

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for fits to the alkanol monolayer x-ray data. Layer 1 is the headgroup region (-CH2OH), layers 2 and 3 are for the tailgroup
region; layers are ordered water-1-2-3-hexane~or vapor!; L is the layer thickness;L trans is the calculated length of the all-trans alkanol (L trans5(n21)
31.27 Å(C–C)11.5 Å(-CH3)12.4 Å(-CH2OH)); r is the electron density;s is the interfacial roughness;scap is the roughness calculated from the
measured interfacial tension using the capillary wave theory. The electron densities are normalized to the value for bulk water (0.3333e2/Å 3 at T525 °C).
The normalized hexane density is 0.692 atT520 °C. For the headgroup~layer 1! the maximum electron density is also quoted because the density and layer
thickness fitting parameters are strongly correlated for this thin layer, but the resultant profile is well determined. The parameterN is not a fitting parameter,
but is the total number of electrons per area in the monolayer determined by the fitted electron density profile.

System

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3

L1

~Å!

r1 rmax L2

~Å!

r2 L3

~Å!

r3 s

~Å!

scap
~Å!

Ltotal
~Å!

Ltrans
~Å!

N

(e2/Å 2)

Low temperature:

Water–hexane interface

2-layer fits:

C20OH ~19.4 °C! 865 1.1511/20.1 1.0760.02 0 0 1761.5 0.8010.01/20.02 4.710.3/21 4.7 2464 28.0 7.660.7

C22OH ~21.6 °C! 1312/27 1.1010.2/20.02 1.1160.02 0 0 1711/20.3 0.8060.01 3.561 4.2 2912/24 30.6

3-layer fits:

C22OH ~21.6 °C! 416/22 1.2810.4/20.2 1.1210.01/20.02 963 0.9510.15/20.05 1463 0.7910.02/20.01 3.161 4.1 2762 30.6 8.210.4/20.3

C24OH ~21.9 °C! 514/23 1.2410.4/20.1 1.1260.005 1011/21.5 0.9510.05/20.03 1461 0.8160.01 3.310.5/21 4.5 2914/21 33.1 9.010.5/20.4

C30OH ~24.5 °C! 415/22 1.3210.3/20.2 1.1360.01 1362 0.9510.02/20.03 1861 0.7960.01 3.410.4/20.6 3.8 3514/21 40.7 10.610.5/20.4

Water–vapor interface

C30OH ~24 °C! 564 1.0710.2/20.03 1.0460.01 2464 1.01460.003 1164 0.9910.01/20.04 3.2510.1/20.25 3.24 4062 40.7 13.510.2/20.1

High temperature~1-parameter fits!:

C20OH ~45.45 °C! 5.560.2 3.7

C22OH ~45.65 °C! 5.060.2 3.6

C24OH ~45.25 °C! 5.060.2 3.5

C30OH ~45.02 °C! 4.860.3 3.8
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thickness and the range inQz . The latter is limited primarily
by the background scattering from the top phase.

The decrease in the oscillation period for longer alkanols
indicates that the monolayers get thicker as chain length in-
creases~see short-long dashed straight line in Fig. 5!. The
measurement of three oscillations for the two longer alkanols
provides a higher spatial resolution in interpreting the x-ray
reflectivity. Three layers are required to fit the data for
C24OH and C30OH ~two layers represent the alkyl chain and
one layer represents the headgroup!. An example of the best
two layer fit for C30OH is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 5, it

is clearly inadequate. Two layer models cannot fit the inten-
sity in the third reflectivity maximum as measured for
C24OH and C30OH. An example of a nearly best two-layer fit
that models the electron density profile expected for surface
freezing~based upon parameters in Ganget al.56! is shown
by the long-short dashed line that was fit to the open-circle
C30OH data. This surface freezing fit rises above the second
peak~though this is hard to see! and drops below the third
peak. Constraining this fit to match the third peak results in a
second peak that is more than twice as high as the data.

Since only two oscillations could be measured for the
two shorter alkanols, C20OH and C22OH, the data can be
adequately fit with a two layer model~one layer for the tail-
group and one layer for the headgroup!. A one layer model is
incapable of fitting these data as illustrated by the best one
layer fit for C22OH shown by a dotted line in Fig. 5. A three
layer model for the shorter alkanols is not as well con-
strained by the data and yields larger error bars. For C22OH
we have listed parameters for both the two and three layer
models in Table I. For C20OH the two and three layer models
yield essentially the same electron density profile. Since the
three layer model for C20OH has such large error bars, we
have just listed the parameters for the two layer model.

b. Electron density profiles.Figure 6 shows electron
density profiles normal to the water–hexane interface for the
alkanol monolayer data in Fig. 5. Comparison with Fig. 4~b!
shows a large difference between profiles at the water–vapor
and water–hexane interfaces. Although the parameters are
most accurately determined for the C30OH and C24OH

FIG. 5. Alkanol monolayers at the water–hexane interface~low tempera-
ture!. ~a! X-ray reflectivity ~normalized to the Fresnel reflectivity! as a func-
tion of the wave vector transfer normal to the interface. At the chosen
temperatures the monolayers are in a condensed phase: C20OH219.4 °C;
C22OH221.6 °C; C24OH221.93 °C; C30OH224.1 °C ~filled circles and
solid line fit!, and 24.5 °C~open circles and dashed line fit!. Curves have
been offset for clarity. Lines are fits described in the text. A two layer model
is used for C20OH and C22OH; three layer models are used for C22OH,
C24OH, C30OH, though it is not possible to distinguish visually the two and
three layer models for C22OH for this set of data. The dotted lines for the
C22OH and C30OH ~24.5 °C! data show a best, though inadequate, fit to the
one and two layer models, respectively. A short-long dashed line for the
C30OH ~24.5 °C! data indicates a best fit two-layer model for surface freez-
ing, it is also inadequate~it rises above the second peak of the open circles
~hard to see! and drops below the third peak!. Straight short-long dashed line
indicates the position of the first minima~for viewing purposes only!.
~b! X-ray reflectivity ~not normalized! for C30OH monolayer, legend as in
panel~a!.

FIG. 6. Normalized electron density profiles normal to the interface for
alkanol monolayers at the water–hexane interface~for low temperature data
shown in Fig. 5, see Table I for profile parameters, the profile for C30OH at
24.5 °C is shown!. The profiles for the three shorter alkanols have been
offset for clarity. The alkyl chains in the monolayer at the water–hexane
interface are progressively disordered from a relatively ordered region near
the water to a disordered liquidlike region adjacent to bulk hexane. Hexane
is mixed with the monolayer alkyl chain and water is mixed with the head-
group region. In the cartoon the long molecules represent the C30OH sur-
factants and the short molecules in the water–hexane monolayer region
represent hexane. Cartoon of molecules is for illustrative purposes only.
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monolayers, Table I shows that the electron density param-
eters are very similar for the alkanol monolayers at the
water–hexane interface. The normalized electron densities
for the two layers representing the chain are;0.95 and 0.80,
both different from the value of 1.03~or 0.985! for the alkyl
chain density in theg ~or b! close-packedbulk phases of
long chain alkanols.60 However, the density of 0.95 is com-
parable to the density in thea or rotator phases of long chain
alkanes.60 The volume per -CH2- in the alkane rotator phases
varies from 25 to 26 Å3 which corresponds to a normalized
density of 0.96–0.92~see Figs. 2–6 and 7–11, and Table
7–5 in the reference by Small!.60 The alkyl chain region of
surface frozen alkanols in the rotator phase has a similar
density of 0.93.56

The volume per -CH2- for the alkyl chains of bulk liquid
alkanes and alkanols just above their freezing point is 29.6
Å3 which corresponds to a normalized density of 0.81~see
Fig. 2–4 and Table 8–6 in Small60!. This is very similar to
the average value of 0.80 measured for layer 3~see Table I!
and indicates the presence of gauche conformations over
more than half of the chain.64,65

The disorder in the chain will account, at least partially,
for the overall monolayer thickness for each of the monolay-
ers being slightly less than the length of the corresponding
all-trans alkanol molecule, see Table I. A single kink defect
~gtg’ or g’tg conformation! will maintain the overall chain
orientation while reducing its length by 0.6–0.7 Å. It is not
clear how many of these defects should be expected in the
chain. Bulk liquid alkanes are expected to have a gauche
fraction of about 0.45 from x-ray diffraction, but 0.35 from
IR spectroscopy.64,65 IR spectroscopy of lipid bilayers in the
fluid phase indicates an overall gauche fraction of 0.14 in the
alkyl chain.65 These numbers lead to an expectation of ap-
proximately five gauche conformations per alkanol chain,
leading to a reduction in the chain length of;2 Å if only
kink defects are present. This accounts for most of the dif-
ference between the measured monolayer thickness and the
all-trans length. However, other defects, such as gg, may be
present that decrease the monolayer thickness by a greater
amount.

Additional decrease of the monolayer thickness may be
due to a tilt of the molecule from the normal, however, the
reflectivity does not directly probe this tilt. It is clear from
the density profiles in Fig. 6 that the monolayer at the water–
hexane interface does not consist of all-trans, tilted mol-
ecules that are often found at the water–vapor interface. In
that case, the density profile would have a similar shape as
the profile at the water-vapor interface shown in Fig. 4, but
would be thinner by a factor of cosu, whereu is the tilt from
the normal. In addition, the density profile can not be ex-
plained by a model of the chain that has a uniform amount of
disorder along the chain~with or without tilting!. This two-
layer profile would also have a similar shape as the profile in
Fig. 4. As discussed, two-layer profiles are unable to fit the
C24OH and C30OH data~see Fig. 5!. Instead, the measured
profiles indicate a progressive disordering of the chain from
the headgroup to the terminal methyl group.

Since the headgroup region (-CH2OH) is small, the
thickness parameterL1 of the headgroup layer is strongly

correlated with the electron densityr1 of the headgroup
layer. This correlation is responsible for the large error bars
in this region~see Table I!. However, inspection of the elec-
tron density profiles for different fits~not shown! within the
range of the error bars shows that the profiles are nearly
indistinguishable. To parameterize this region, we list the
maximum electron densityrmax in the headgroup region~i.e.,
the maximum value for each profile in Fig. 6! in Table I. As
indicated by the small error bars onrmax, this parameter is
nearly unchanged for different choices ofL1 and r1 within
the range of errors quoted in Table I. The value ofrmax in the
headgroup region is larger at the water–hexane interface for
all the alkanols~typically, rmax51.1260.01) than at the
water–vapor interface for C30OH (rmax51.0460.01, with
rbulk water51). As will be discussed, the area per headgroup
is larger at the water–hexane interface due to disorder in the
monolayer, therefore, the additional electron density cannot
be attributed to closer packing of headgroups. In addition,
the higher density is not likely due to the interaction of water
with hexane since x-ray measurements of the pure water–
hexane interface do not reveal an enhanced interfacial den-
sity of water.35 We suggest that the larger area per headgroup
at the water–hexane interface allows for water penetration
into the headgroup region which then results in a higher
density in this region.

c. Area per molecule and molecular makeup of the
monolayer.One approach to determining the area per mol-
ecule is to assume that the agreement between the average
value of 0.80 for the electron density in layer 3~the terminal
part of the tailgroup! of all these alkanol monolayers and the
electron density of liquid alkyl chains for bulk alkanols just
above their freezing point, 0.81, indicates that this layer has
a similar molecular order as liquid alkyl chains. A disordered
liquid alkyl chain with a normalized electron density of 0.81
occupies a surface area of;23.4 Å2/chain and, by our as-
sumption, indicates that the area per alkanol molecule for
these monolayers is;23.4 Å2.60 A simple check that an area
per molecule of 23.4 Å2 is reasonable is to divide the number
of electrons per alkanol molecule by the measured number of
electrons per area~N in Table I!. This yields 22.462, 22.761,
22.461, and 23.661 Å 2 for C20OH, C22OH, C24OH, and
C30OH. All of these values are within error bars of 23.4 Å2.

One consequence of an area per alkanol molecule of
23.4 Å2 is additional space in the headgroup region since the
area occupied by the headgroup is 18.7 Å2 ~as determined
from the close packed phase at the water–vapor interface!.10

Assuming that the area and volume ratios scale similarly,
20% @5(23.4218.7)/23.4# of the volume in the headgroup
region can be occupied by water. The values of 40.6 Å3 for
the -CH2OH volume~determined by bulk measurements just
above the freezing point60! and 30 Å3 for the volume per
bulk water molecule indicate that there is enough space for
one water molecule for every 3 alkanol headgroups in layer
1. Including these additional 3 electrons per alkanol from the
water that penetrates the headgroup region would raise the
values of area per molecule calculated in the previous para-
graph to 22.862, 23.061, 22.861, and 23.961 Å 2 for C20OH,
C22OH, C24OH, and C30OH. These values are still consistent
with an area per alkanol molecule of 23.4 Å2.
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As discussed, the electron density in layer 2, 0.95, is
comparable to the density in rotator phases of long chain
alkanes.60 Surface freezing measurements at the surface of
an alkanol melt indicate that the area per molecule in the
surface rotator phase is 20.3 Å2.56 If the chain ordering in
layer 2 is the same as for the rotator phase, then there is an
unoccupied area per alkanol in this layer of 3.1 Å2 ~523.4–
20.3!. Given the thickness of layer 2~see Table I!, the unoc-
cupied volume per alkanol in this layer varies from 30 to 40
Å3 depending upon chain length. If hexane intercalates into
the monolayer to fill this volume, then there would be one
hexane for every five or six alkanol molecules~a hexane
molecule in a rotator phase occupies a volume of;190 Å3,
see Fig. 8-3 in Small!.60 Alternatively, it is possible that the
alkanol chain in layer two has a different conformation that
fills up layer 2. Therefore, our estimate on the number of
intercalated hexane molecules represents an upper limit. At
the limit, 8–10 hexane electrons per alkanol are added to the
monolayer. These additional electrons are consistent with the
limits on the area per molecule previously discussed.

d. Summary. The low temperature structure of the al-
kanol monolayers at the water–hexane interface consists of
an average area per alkanol of 2361 Å 2, a tailgroup region
with progressive disorder from the headgroup to the terminal
methyl group, tailgroup ordering near the headgroup similar
to the structure in thea ~rotator! bulk phases of alkyl chains,
ordering in the rest of the tailgroup~more than half of the
alkyl chain! similar to the conformation of liquid alkyl
chains just above the freezing point of bulk alkanols, an up-
per limit of 1 hexane to 5 or 6 alkanols mixed into the chain
region, and a headgroup region that contains a small fraction
of water ~;1 water to three alkanols!.

3. Far above the transition temperature

At a temperature corresponding to the kinks in the ten-
sion versus temperature curves~Fig. 3! a large fraction of the
adsorbed alkanol molecules leave the interface and are sol-
vated in the bulk hexane. Measurements of the x-ray reflec-
tivity at ;18 °C higher than this phase transition are shown
in Fig. 7. All of these reflectivity measurements are without
oscillations and can be fit by the model for a simple interface
in Eqs.~4! and~5!. In this model, the interfacial width is the
only fitting parameter. Values for the width are typically 5.0
Å at high temperature, whereas the calculated contribution
from capillary waves is about 3.6 Å for the four alkanol
systems@see Table I and Eq.~6!#. This difference can be
attributed to an intrinsic interfacial widths0'3.5 Å in
Eq. ~6!. Measurements of the pure water–hexane interface
determine a much smaller intrinsic interfacial widths0

,1.5 Å,35 indicating that the large width at high tempera-
tures in the alkanol systems should be attributed to the pres-
ence of a small number of alkanol molecules at the interface.

4. Intermediate temperatures near the transition

As the temperature is increased from the lowest tempera-
tures for the data in Fig. 5 the amplitude of oscillations in the
reflectivity progressively decreases until the oscillations have
disappeared entirely as shown for the highest temperatures in

Fig. 7. Abbreviated reflectivity curves, consisting of six or
seven values ofQz ~typically from 0.075 to 0.225 Å21 in
steps of 0.025 Å21!, were measured for many different tem-
peratures for C22OH, C24OH, and C30OH. For C20OH, full
reflectivity curves were measured at all temperatures~to be
published elsewhere!. The variation of reflectivity with tem-
perature can be viewed by plotting the reflectivity at a fixed
Qz as a function of temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The
shape of the temperature dependent reflectivity at fixedQz

varies with the specific choice ofQz , but all the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 8 have a sharp feature that occurs at the
phase transition indicated by the kink in the interfacial ten-
sion curves in Fig. 3~the sharp feature is also present for
each system at the otherQz values that were measured, but
not shown in Fig. 8!. The lines in Fig. 8 are fits to a theory
discussed later in Sec. IV B.

Figure 9 illustrates values for domain coverage deter-
mined from the data in Fig. 8. The reflectivity data at all
intermediate temperatures~excluding the lowest and highest
temperature for each alkanol! are fit using Eqs.~7! and ~8!
that describe the monolayer in terms of domains.R1 andR2

~or A1 and A2) are chosen to be the x-ray reflectivities~or
amplitudes! determined from the fits to the lowest tempera-
ture data and the highest temperature data, respectively. The
domain coverage~the fraction of the interface covered by
domains of the condensed phase! is the only fitting parameter
used to fit the intermediate temperature data. However, for
each intermediate temperature the interfacial roughness is
fixed to the value calculated by capillary wave theory using
Eq. ~6!. This calculation used our measured values of the
interfacial tension for that temperature and an intrinsic pro-
file width s050 for the condensed phase ands053.5 Å for
the gas phase~as determined by our lowest and highest tem-
perature measurements!. Our ability to fit all the data at in-
termediate temperatures with one fitting parameter provides
strong support for the presence of domains at the interface.

FIG. 7. Reflectivity for alkanol monolayers at the water–hexane interface
far above the transition temperature~see Table I under the heading ‘‘High
temperature’’ for the temperatures and fit parameters!. The fits are for a
simple interface without a monolayer of surfactants.
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The curves in Fig. 9 all show a nearly fully covered
interface at the lowest temperatures, followed~for C24OH
and C30OH) by a gradual decrease in domain coverage until
the transition temperature is reached. At the transition, the
domain coverage changes abruptly, and is then followed by a
gradual decrease in domain coverage to nearly zero at the
highest temperatures. The coverage for C20OH and C22OH
changes from a value of nearly one to nearly zero at the
transition. A self-consistent check on the one-parameter fit-
ting is that domain coverage curves calculated from reflec-
tivity at different values ofQz are all similar. An example of
this is shown for C24OH in Fig. 9 that illustrates the coverage
determined from reflectivity measured at three different val-
ues ofQz ~0.15, 0.175, and 0.2 Å21!. The overall shapes of
the curves in Fig. 9 are similar to domain coverage curves
previously published for F(CF2)8(CH2)2OH and
F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH monolayers at the water–hexane
interface.32 The fits illustrated in Fig. 9 will be discussed
later.

Analysis of a reflectivity curve at a single temperature
may be consistent with either or both coherent and incoher-
ent reflectivity@see Eqs.~7! and~8!#. However, the tempera-
ture dependence provides us with more information to make
the choice between coherent and incoherent reflectivity. We
base this discussion on the plausible expectation that the cov-
erage varies monotonically with temperature. Equation~7!
predicts that incoherent reflectivity is only applicable if the
reflectivity at fixedQz changes monotonically with tempera-

ture. Therefore, the reflectivity data for C24OH in Fig. 8 are
not consistent with incoherent reflectivity, though they are
well fit by coherent reflectivity. In this case, Eqs.~8! and~9!
demonstrate that the dip in the temperature dependence of
the data for C24OH can be explained with coherent reflectiv-
ity. Note also that the C24OH data cannot be explained by a
homogeneous monolayer that changes its density monotoni-
cally with temperature. The dip in these data require the
existence of regions of the interface that produce different
reflected x-ray fields that interfere coherently. Similarly, the
temperature dependence for C22OH is only consistent with
coherent reflectivity and that for C30OH data is only consis-
tent with incoherent reflectivity. Analysis of Eq.~9! using the
parameters for C20OH indicates that a very small dip of
5%–7% would be predicted for coherent reflectivity as a
function of temperature~compare to the large dip in the
C24OH data!, but the accuracy of these data is insufficient to
determine a dip this shallow. The full reflectivity curves very
close to the transition for C20OH cannot be fit properly with
coherent reflectivity, however, the overall temperature de-
pendence shown in Fig. 8 is more consistent with coherent
reflectivity. Fortunately, the coverage curves for C20OH are
essentially independent of the choice of coherent or incoher-
ent reflectivity.

Identifying the reflectivity as either coherent or incoher-

FIG. 8. Reflectivity as a function of temperature at a fixedQz ~0.275 Å21

for C20OH, 0.2 Å21 for C22OH, 0.175 Å21 for C24OH, 0.15 Å21 for
C30OH). The reflectivity is normalized byR0 , the value of reflectivity at the
lowest temperature shown. The fits, represented by lines, are determined by
the Marchenko model discussed in the Discussion section~this model is
valid only near the phase transition!. For C20OH, C22OH, and C24OH, the
fits use coherent reflectivity, but for C30OH incoherent reflectivity is used.

FIG. 9. Domain coverage as a function of temperature determined from the
data in Fig. 8. Domain coverage is the fraction of the interface occupied by
condensed phase domains. Dots illustrate domain coverage determined by
coherent reflectivity, filled triangles are determined from incoherent reflec-
tivity ~though the data in Fig. 8 for C20OH cannot distinguish between the
two types of reflectivity!. The fits, represented by lines, are determined by
the Marchenko model discussed in the Discussion section~this model is
valid only near the phase transition!. For C24OH two additional data sets, not
shown in Fig. 8, are shown forQz50.15 Å21 ~open circles! and for Qz

50.2 Å21 ~open triangles! as an example of the consistency of the coverage
curves for data measured at different values ofQz .
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ent provides some guide as to the domain size, though it is
not definitive. For example, condensed phase domains
smaller than the x-ray coherence length in the interface~;5
mm! that are separated by much larger regions of gas phase
would be fit by coherent reflectivity. Similarly, condensed
phase domains much larger than the coherence length sepa-
rated by large regions of gas would be better fit by incoher-
ent reflectivity. However, it is possible that very large
condensed phases that nearly fill the interface and are
separated by thin regions~whose width is less than the co-
herence length! of gas would also be fit better by coherent
reflectivity.

5. Off-specular diffuse scattering

Figure 10 illustrates x-ray off-specular diffuse scattering
as a function of scattering angleb for fixed a50.28° ~see
Fig. 1! for C24OH at 21.9 °C. A similar data set~not shown!
was also measured for C30OH for temperatures below the
phase transition. The line in Fig. 10 is calculated from Eq.
~10! with the approximations discussed in the paragraph after
that equation. Additional information needed to calculate the
line include the resolution of the x-ray instrument which was
determined by a slit before the detector with a 0.24 mm gap
in the vertical and 10 mm gap in the horizontal~the slit is
680 mm from the sample leading to a resolution of 3.5
31024) and by two slits of 0.04 mm310 mm~separated by
;0.5 m! before the sample~a resolution of 831025). The
function F in Eq. ~10! that contains the information about
the electron density profile normal to the surface was deter-
mined by the parameters in Table I that resulted from the
fitting to the x-ray reflectivity data for this system. The
roughnesss was also taken to be the value determined from
the reflectivity given in Table I. A very small constant back-
ground (931025) was fit to the diffuse scattering data.

Except for the small constant background, the diffuse
scattering shown by the line in Fig. 10 was calculated from
the electron density profile previously determined by the re-

flectivity analysis and by the measured interfacial tension of
28 mN/m at this temperature. The good agreement between
the line and data in Fig. 10 confirms our analysis of the
reflectivity at low temperatures.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Alkanol conformation and water ordering

The data and analysis discussed in Sec. III demonstrates
that n-alkanols at the water–hexane interface have disor-
dered chains whereas our data on C30OH at the water–vapor
interface and earlier measurements on long-chain alkanols at
the water–vapor interface demonstrate that they adopt the
conformation of nearly rigid rods.6–8,11–13The chain density
in the terminal half of the chain is the same as for bulk liquid
alkanes just above their freezing point. In the bulk these
chains have many gauche defects.60,64,65Closer to the head-
groups the electron density is larger, indicating that the
chains are more ordered. This effect seems less pronounced
as the alkanol gets shorter. Figure 6 illustrates that the larger
density region of the chain near the headgroup is not re-
quired to explain our results for the shortest alkanol, C20OH.
This may be an artifact of our inability to measure to higher
Qz for the shortest alkanols or may indicate a greater disor-
der in the chains of C20OH.

Our conclusion regarding a progressive distribution of
gauche conformations along the alkyl chain that increases
away from the -CH2OH group is sensible considering the
constraints of placing a head group at the water–hexane in-
terface and orienting the alkyl chain towards the hexane. A
similar effect was observed in molecular-dynamics simula-
tions of lipid bilayers65 and also, though to a lesser extent, in
MD simulations of Langmuir monolayers in which there are
a small number of gauche conformations that appear prima-
rily at the chain ends.1,62 Also, in the liquid phase of bulk
alkanols far from the freezing point, NMR experiments have
shown that a 7 carbon long region of the alkyl chain near the
-CH2OH group of 1-dodecanol@CH3(CH2)11OH# has a con-
stant degree of order with increasing chain disorder further
out along the chain.60 In the bulk liquid, hydrogen bonding
between nearest neighbor -CH2OH groups provides the con-
straint that establishes the pattern of chain ordering. This is a
weaker constraint than that provided by the flat water–
hexane interface in our experiments.

The larger area per alkanol molecule required for these
disordered chains~;23 Å2! as compared to close-packed
alkanols~;19–20 Å2! allows for water penetration into the
region of the headgroups. This may be responsible for our
surprising finding that the electron density in the headgroup
region is larger than for headgroups in close-packed alkanol
monolayers. The fact that this density is also larger than the
bulk density for water indicates a special ordering of the
water and headgroups for these molecules at the water–
hexane interface.

We suggest that a mechanism to produce the higher den-
sity is orientational ordering of the penetrated water by the
polar -CH2OH. We emphasize that this mechanism is a
speculation and requires further experiments and theory for
its justification. However, it is sensible to expect interfacial

FIG. 10. X-ray off-specular diffuse scattering from C24OH at 21.9 °C. The
only meaningful fitting parameter to produce the line is a small constant
background (931025). The large peak atb50.28 degrees is the specular
reflection, the small peak of diffuse scattering occurs at the critical angle for
total reflection. The agreement between line and data confirms the model
used for the x-ray reflectivity.
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electric fields to align nearby water. For example, orienta-
tional ordering of interfacial water at a charged interface has
been inferred or observed in several experiments. These in-
clude the observation of enhanced water density near a
charged silver electrode surface66 as well as enhanced hydro-
gen bonding near charged surfactants at the water–CCl4

interface,67,68 near the headgroups of a hexacosanoic acid
monolayer at high pH at the water–vapor interface,12 and
near uncharged stearyl alcohol monolayers at the water–
vapor interface.69 Our suggested mechanism is different from
this previous work. We propose that the additional space be-
tween the headgroups of the disordered alkanol monolayers
allow water molecules to penetrate into the headgroup re-
gion. Alignment of the water by the interfacial field, due
primarily to the polar headgroups, could lead to a higher
electron density in this region. This mechanism is closely
related to that recently proposed to explain observations that
water in the first hydration shell of lysozyme and other pro-
teins has an average density;10%–20% greater than the
bulk density.70 In this case, molecular dynamics simulations
attribute the higher density to orientational ordering of water
molecules in depressions on the protein surface.71,72The den-
sity enhancement in these protein experiments is similar to
our findings, however, in our system the enhanced density is
in a region consisting of headgroups and water, not just in a
layer of water.

B. Phase transitions

Two issues of concern are the nature of the phases on
either side of the phase transition indicated by the kink in the
interfacial tension curves in Fig. 3 and the order of the phase
transition. First, we will compare our findings with those of
surface freezing.

1. Comparison to surface freezing

The interfacial tension curves in Fig. 3 are qualitatively
similar to surface tension curves measured for freezing of a
layer at the liquid–vapor interface of a one-component al-
kane or alkanol melt for an appropriate range of chain
lengths.56,73 We summarize the surface freezing results here.
Surface freezing occurs within a few degrees above the bulk
freezing temperature. X-ray grazing incidence diffraction
and reflectivity measurements have shown that the surface
frozen layer of alkanes is a monolayer in a crystalline, rotator
phase with hexagonal packing. For alkanols, the surface fro-
zen layer is a bilayer in one of two rotator phases distin-
guished by the molecular tilt that can be either normal to the
interface or tilted towards the next-nearest neighbors. The
packing for most alkanols is hexagonal, though some show a
slightly distorted hexagonal lattice. The area per molecule in
the surface frozen phases is either 19.7 Å2 for the alkanes or
20.3 Å2 for the alkanols. These surface frozen phases consist
of nearly all-trans molecular chains. The surface freezing
transition occurs discontinuously in temperature within an
accuracy of a few m °C. No structural changes in the frozen
layer were observed over the range from the bulk freezing to
the surface freezing temperature. No evidence of layering

was observed above the surface freezing temperature. The
surface is a homogeneous layer, i.e., without domains, in
both the frozen and liquid states.

Comparison to our measurements indicates that the tran-
sition in alkanol monolayers at the water–hexane interface is
not a freezing transition for a number of reasons:~1! The
low-temperature condensed phase monolayer is not crystal-
line. As discussed, the electron density profile at low tem-
perature is not consistent with a crystalline phase or with
all-trans molecules~normal to the interface or tilted!. The
low-temperature phase has alkyl tails that are disordered with
a liquid density for a large portion of the chain. The area per
molecule is 23 Å2. The liquid-like nature of the low tempera-
ture phase is consistent with BAM images of C18OH at the
water-hexane interface that demonstrated that the shape of
domains of the condensed low-temperature phase ‘‘is
strongly influenced by convective flow within the
interface.’’74 Also, the BAM images found no evidence for
regions of uniform molecular tilt as would be expected for
crystalline monolayers with molecules tilted from the inter-
facial normal.74 ~2! The entropy change across the transition
is much larger than measured for surface freezing of an al-
kanol monolayer or for freezing of a hypothetical monolayer
in a bulk alkanol melt.~3! For C30OH, visual inspection of
the tension curve in Fig. 3 shows that above the transition,
the tension is nearly identical with the tension for the pure
water–hexane interface. This indicates that most of the
C30OH molecules desorb from the interface when heated
above the transition.~4! The reflectivity curves far above the
transition are similar for all four alkanols and are not consis-
tent with a monolayer of molecules that has undergone a
transition from solid to liquid. The electron density contrast
between bulk liquid alkanols of these chain lengths and hex-
ane is greater than 15%. Therefore, a liquid monolayer, if
present, would be easily detected by x-ray reflectivity.~5!
Unlike surface freezing, the structure of the monolayer is not
constant below the transition for C24OH and C30OH. In ad-
dition, evidence for a partial monolayer is observed for a
range of temperatures above the transition for these alkanols.
~6! The temperature dependence of the reflectivity provides
strong evidence for domain formation. For example, the data
for C24OH cannot be explained by a homogeneous mono-
layer that changes its average density with temperature.

2. Domain phases

Earlier Brewster angle microscopy studies of
F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH and C18OH monolayers at the water–
hexane interface and x-ray off-specular diffuse scattering
studies of F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH monolayers at the water–
hexane interface directly demonstrated the formation of do-
mains of these surfactants at the interface.74,75 X-ray reflec-
tivity measurements are also consistent with the formation of
domains in monolayers of both F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH and
F(CF2)8(CH2)2OH at the water–hexane interface.32 Our
measurements provide evidence for domain formation in
normal alkanol monolayers.

The Gibbs phase rule indicates that these interfaces with
domains are not coexistence regions of two interfacial
phases, but rather that the interface is in a single phase that is
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spatially inhomogeneous. This is a consequence of our ob-
servations that the domains are observed over a range of
temperatures, that the domains are in equilibrium, and that
the role of impurities seems to be negligible. To consider this
in more detail we state the phase rule for our system. The
thermodynamic variancew is

w521~c2r !2f2~c2s!, ~11!

where c53 is the number of components~water, hexane,
and alkanol!, r 50 is the number of chemical reactions,f
52 is the number of bulk phases,s51 is the number of
types of interfaces, andc is the number of interface phases.76

Equation~11! is appropriate for systems in which the inter-
face phases are contiguous~so we only consider the liquid–
liquid interface! and the interface is flat.

For one interface phase,c51, the system is trivariant,
w53, and its state is determined by specifying three inten-
sive thermodynamic variables, such as the temperature, bulk
pressure~one atmosphere in our experiments!, and the con-
centration of the alkanol. For two interface phases, the sys-
tem is divariant,w52, and two interface phases should exist
only at one temperature for a chosen bulk pressure and al-
kanol concentration. If the domains are a coexistence be-
tween two phases, then that coexistence should occur only at
one temperature. Alternatively, domains can be the result of
competing interactions that yield a single, spatially inhomo-
geneous, interface phase.77,78In this case, the interfacial con-
centration of alkanols is not isotropic, but varies within the
interface due to the presence of domains. Since this spatially
inhomogeneous phase is a single interfacial phase, it can
exist over a range of temperatures for a given bulk pressure
and concentration.

It is also possible for domains of coexisting phases to
exist over a range of temperatures due to the presence of
impurities or nonequilibrium effects that invalidate the phase
rule. Both of these possibilities will now be discussed.

Our earlier measurements of the sizes of domains in
F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH monolayers at the water–hexane inter-
face demonstrated that domains can be created or annihilated
as a function of temperature.75 This can happen only if al-
kanol molecules can freely exchange between the bulk and
the interface, indicating that there is good reason to believe
these systems are in, or very close, to equilibrium.

In our earlier measurements on F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH
monolayers at the water–hexane interface we tested the role
of impurities. Our initial experiments did not include purifi-
cation of either the hexane or the surfactant. Eventual puri-
fication of first the hexane, then the surfactant did not lead to
significant changes in the variation of the domain coverage
with temperature if the sample was always heated~or cooled!
through the transition. However, the least pure systems ex-
hibited a large hysteresis~;10 °C! in the transition tempera-
ture upon heating or cooling through the transition. After
purification of the hexane the hysteresis was reduced to
;2 °C,31 and after purification of the surfactant the hysteresis
was reduced to below the level of the experimental tempera-
ture step~0.3 °C!.32 Similar measurements on purified sys-
tems of normal alkanols led to a reproducibility of the heat-
ing and cooling curves to within the size of the temperature

step for that particular measurement~0.02 °C for C22OH and
0.2 °C for C24OH). These results indicate that domains are
present over a wide range of impurity levels, including the
low levels required to remove the hysteresis in the transition
temperature.

Although these conclusions on domain equilibrium and
impurities were determined from measurements on fluori-
nated alkanols at the water–hexane interface, it is plausible
that they are also applicable to the normal alkanols. For both
types of alkanols, the alkanols we studied are soluble in hex-
ane, have similar tension curves, and similar domain cover-
age curves as determined by temperature dependent x-ray
reflectivity measurements. These conclusions indicate that
the interfaces we have measured that contain domains over a
wide range of temperature are in a spatially inhomogeneous
phase.

It is difficult for our measurements to distinguish be-
tween a high density domain phase with coverage near to
one and a homogeneous monolayer. Similarly it is also dif-
ficult to distinguish between a phase with coverage close to
zero and a homogeneous monolayer. For C20OH and C22OH,
Fig. 9 indicates that these monolayers may be homogeneous
above and below the transition. For C24OH and C30OH, Fig.
9 shows coverage values different from zero or one over a
range of temperatures. In this case, the phase transition is
from a low temperature, high density domain phase to a high
temperature, low density domain phase.

3. Phase transition order

Our data cannot conclusively assign the order of the
phase transition. As discussed below, our data provide evi-
dence that C20OH and C22OH undergo a first order transition
while C24OH and C30OH undergo either a weakly first order
transition or a second order transition.

The kink in the interfacial tension curves as a function of
temperature, shown in Fig. 3, indicates that the transition is
first order. The sharp change in coverage illustrated in Fig. 9
for C20OH and C22OH is consistent with a first order phase
transition. The gradual variation in coverage over a range of
temperatures above and below the transition for C24OH and
C30OH may be consistent with a weakly first-order transi-
tion, but as discussed below, it may also be a second-order
transition. Several other experimental observations argue
against a first-order phase transition. For purified systems~as
in this paper!, there is no evidence of hysteresis across the
transition as expected for a first-order transition. Measure-
ments of domain sizes in F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH monolayers at
the water–hexane interface yielded a relatively narrow dis-
tribution with a nearly temperature independent mean
radius.75 First order transitions between spatially homoge-
neous phases typically have a broad distribution of radii of
coexisting phases, with a mean radius that varies with tem-
perature. These observations indicate that alkanol monolay-
ers at the water–hexane interface may undergo a transition
that is higher than first order.

The theoretical literature discusses spatially inhomoge-
neous phases that arise from competing interactions in many
areas of condensed matter physics. These include strongly
correlated electron systems,79–81 ferromagnetic films,82–87
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ferrofluids,88 and Langmuir monolayers at the water–vapor
interface.89,90Although the latter may seem closely related to
our system, phase transitions in Langmuir monolayers may
be very different than our system because the alkanols can
freely exchange between the interface and the bulk whereas
the surfactants in Langmuir monolayers are essentially con-
fined to the interface. We are not aware of a theory of these
phenomena that properly accounts for the role of the bulk
phase as a surfactant reservoir.

These theories disagree about the order of the transition.
Analytical studies have argued for a first order
transition,78,83,84,91,92though recent numerical studies provide
evidence for a continuous second order transition.93,94These
numerical studies are consistent with an early argument by
Marchenko that two-dimensional first-order phase transitions
are forbidden at the surface of a liquid.95 Based upon a
theory for a dipolar Ising ferromagnet, Marchenko also sug-
gested that a second-order transition between domain phases
should occur at the surface of a liquid.77 The domains are
stabilized by a balance of their line tension and dipole inter-
actions. Using a scaling theory and the form of these inter-
actions, Marchenko predicted a characteristic dependence of
the surface polarization with temperature.

Although the applicability of the Marchenko theory to
our system needs to be further investigated, we have chosen
to test it by fitting our domain coverage data. Marchenko’s
prediction for the polarization can be rewritten in terms of
domain coverage,

C~T!2C~Tc!5b sign~Tc2T!@ ln~Tc /uTc2Tu!#2a

for T→Tc , ~12!

whereTc is the phase transition temperature,C(Tc) is the
domain coverage at the transition, anda and b are positive
constants related to scaling parameters in the theory. The
temperature dependence of our reflectivity measurements
and the resultant domain coverage are consistent with the
unusual temperature dependence proposed by this theory, as
illustrated by the lines in Figs. 8 and 9. Although this is a
theory for a second order phase transition it is consistent
with the observed sharp change in domain coverage at the
transition temperature. Values for these fitted parameters are
listed in Table II as well as values from two previously stud-
ied fluorinated alkanols.32 A deficiency of Marchenko’s scal-
ing theory is that it does not provide a value for the exponent
a. Experimentally, the exponent varies between 1 and 3/2 for

four of the alkanols we have studied@C24OH and C30OH
plus the earlier studies of F(CF2)8(CH2)2OH and
F(CF2)10(CH2)2OH]. However, both C20OH and C22OH
have a more abrupt transition and the exponent is much
smaller. As previously discussed, the variation in coverage
for C20OH and C22OH is consistent with a first-order transi-
tion, therefore, Marchenko’s theory may not be applicable
for these two alkanols.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used x-ray reflectivity, off-specular diffuse scat-
tering, and interfacial tension measurements to probe the mo-
lecular ordering and phase transitions at the interface be-
tween water and a hexane solution of alkanols~either
C20OH, C22OH, C24OH, or C30OH). Our data demonstrate
that the adsorbed interfacial film is a monolayer. The highest
density films that are accessible in the studied temperature
range ~19–45 °C! contain alkanol molecules with progres-
sive disordering of the chain from the -CH2OH to liquid
ordering in the terminal half of the chain near the -CH3

group. An upper limit of one hexane molecule penetrated
into the chain region of every 5 or 6 alkanol molecules is
consistent with our data. In contrast, C30OH at 24 °C at the
water–vapor interface forms an ordered phase of nearly rigid
rods that excludes the solvent.

At the water–hexane interface the density in the alkanol
headgroup region is 10% greater than either bulk water or
the ordered headgroup region found at the water–vapor in-
terface. We conjecture that this higher density is a result of
water penetration into the headgroup region of the disordered
monolayer. Our data are consistent with a water to alkanol
ratio of 1:3.

The alkanol monolayer at the water–hexane interface
undergoes a phase transition as a function of temperature
from a dense monolayer at low temperatures to a dilute
monolayer at high temperatures. Our interfacial tension data
indicate a significant change in interfacial excess entropy at
this transition that increases with increasing chain length of
the alkanol. The data for C20OH and C22OH indicate the
phase transition is first order, however, the transition for
C24OH and C30OH may be weakly first order or second or-
der. The x-ray data are consistent with the presence of do-
mains in the monolayer and determine the domain coverage
~fraction of interface covered by alkanol domains! as a func-
tion of temperature. This temperature dependence is consis-
tent with a theoretical model for a second-order phase tran-
sition that accounts for the domain stabilization as a balance
between line tension and long range dipole forces. Several
aspects of our measurements indicate that the presence of
domains represents the appearance of a spatially inhomoge-
neous phase rather than the coexistence of two homogeneous
phases.
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